
Anti-Bark Mode: 
If the remote is not operating the receiver collar you are most likely in anti bark mode. Anti-bark 
mode is an automated function which means the correction is automatically made when your dog 
barks. The remote will not operate any functions on the receiver when in Anti-Bark mode. 
 
How does Anti-Bark work? 

When your dog barks, the receiver collar will issue a warning beep. If your dog continues to bark, 
the receiver collar will deliver a shock until the dog stops barking or for up to 8 seconds before 
resetting and starting again with the warning beep. 
 
How do I operate Anti-Bark mode?


To switch from remote mode to Anti-Bark mode, you will need to turn on both the remote and 
receiver collar, holding down the power button for 3-4 seconds on each of them. Set the level of 
shock for your dog, which should be set so your dog just acknowledges the sensation and it gets 
the dogs attention. You can now turn off the remote as you will not need it anymore. To switch the 
receiver collar to Anti-Bark mode you hold down the power button until the green light turns red 
then release it. You will know you are in Anti-Bark mode because instead of a single green flash 
every 4-5 seconds on the receiver collar, you will have a double green flash every 4-5 seconds. 
Now put the collar on your dog as normal and the Anti-Bark mode will correct the dog if they 
begin to bark. This mode is great for dogs which like to bark in the yard and other dogs on walks 
as it helps to teach that the bark is undesired behaviour. 
 
For further information on Anti-Bark mode please follow this link for a video tutorial: 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QETWLXKv3o


Battery tips: 
To get the best out of your battery there are several things you can do which will help better 
performance: 
 
Always turn the training system off when you have finished using it, and be careful not to put it 
into anti-bark mode. To turn off the receiver, hold down the power button for 3-4 seconds until the 
receiver beeps. If it does not beep you have left it in anti-bark mode, which will show a double 
green flash every 4-5 seconds. 
 
Always charge your training set at room temperature, charging outside or in a cold garage will 
impact the battery life.


Similar to all battery operated products such as mobile phones, you will notice a slightly shorter 
battery life in cold weather, although we have received great reviews from customers using the 
product in the most testing conditions in Alaska.  
 
Although unlikely, ensure your dog does not swim at depths of over 2 metres. If water ingresses 
the receiver, try removing the case and drying out for 24 hours and contact us if you have any 
performance concerns, we will always do our upmost to ensure 100% customer satisfaction. 
 
For further information on battery performance please follow this link for a video tutorial: 
 
https://www.youtube.comwatch?v=ILRzWy7FERo  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Night LED mode: 
Night LED mode is a continuous flash to use as a beacon to spot your dog in low visibility 
conditions. There is two ways to use Night LED mode, you can either press the channel number 
once for your dog to get a single flash if you just want to see where your dog is, or you hold the 
channel number button down until the collar flashes 5 times and then the Night LED mode will be 
continuously flashing until you turn it off using the same technique. This is great for off leash night 
walks in areas with lots of obstructions such as a wooded area or dense shrubbery as it makes it 
easy to spot your dog with the continual flashing. 
 
For further information on Night LED mode please follow this link for a video tutorial: 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GK-2VPTfHU4 

Which Prongs for my dog?: 
To get the best results from the training collar it is important to select the right length prongs for 
the fur length. There are 3 lengths of prongs included in the set as well as some plastic blanking 
prongs which you can use to remove the shock feature is this isn’t something you need to use. 
We have included extra long prongs to reduce the need to trim (never shave) the dogs coat when 
using the training collar with extra long coated dogs or dogs with double coats like huskies. 
 
Getting the best results: 

To get the best results with your dog, you need the prongs to make skin contact, not be loosely 
hanging among the dogs fur as this will not work. You will need to be able to get 2 fingers under 
the collar to ensure a good fit and place the collar high up your dogs neck like where a normal 
collar would sit so that the dog will not notice the difference once the training is complete and you 
replace the training collar with a normal collar. To ensure good contact with the skin, on longer 
haired dogs it is recommended you regularly brush the area to straighten the coat where you are 
placing the collar to remove any matts and thin out any undercoat fur. If you are still struggling to 
get good skin contact, you may need to slightly trim the hair in the area with scissors. DO NOT 
SHAVE! Shaving can cause the fur to not grow back properly and other issues so it is important 
to never shave your dog. Thinning scissors are another good way to prepare the area for the collar 
as this will help to maintain the dogs appearance but aid good skin contact. 
Ensure you frequently check the area on the dogs neck and move the collar occasionally to 
reduce the chance of any skin issues arising and never leave the training collar on your dog longer 
than 8 hours. We recommend removing the training collar as soon as the training session is 
complete and turning it off. This also encourages better battery life with less requirement to 
charge. 
 
For further information on choosing the correct prongs please follow this link for a video tutorial: 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kiWIaF3IFuw  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